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Abstract
Three bilingual Chinese and Sogdian epitaphs have been discovered and published in recent years. The first of these forms part of the tomb of Wirkakk, alias Shi Jun 史君 “Mr Shi”, and his wife Wiyusi, who were buried in 580 CE in Chang’an, the capital of the Northern Zhou. This article provides some corrections to the previous editions of the Sogdian version and attempts to elucidate points which have so far appeared obscure.
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In recent years three bilingual Chinese–Sogdian inscriptions have been discovered and published. The first was that of Wirkakk, alias Shi Jun 史君 “Mr Shi”, and his wife Wiyusi, who were buried in 580 CE in Chang’an, modern Xi’an, the capital of the Northern Zhou. The Chinese and Sogdian versions of their epitaph were published in 2005 by Sun Fuxi and Yutaka Yoshida respectively.1 The second, published by me in collaboration with my colleagues Bi Bo and Yan Yan in this journal in 2017,2 is that of another married couple, Nanai-vande and Kekan, who died in the northern Chinese city of Ye and were buried there together, also, as it happens, in 580 CE. The third, very recently published by Bi Bo and myself,3 is that of a Buddhist lady, an adherent of the Sanjie jiao 三階教 or “Three levels” school, who died in Chang’an in 736 CE.

All of these epitaphs are important and interesting in different ways, but all of them also present particular problems. That of Shi Jun and his wife is unique in


2 Bi, Sims-Williams and Yan 2017; see also Bi 2020. I take the opportunity to add a note on two Sogdian words attested for the first time in this inscription. An unpublished Manichaean text in Sogdian script (Ch/So 20001+, lines 14–15, see Reck 2006:221–2) has xwʾʾcʾk in a context where a meaning “rich merchant” would be appropriate:

rtv cywyd pydʾr xwʾʾcʾk ZY (rī)[…] Lʾʾʾzʾʾyt rty (xw)c[y x]wrt Lʾʾʾxw(r)ʾt kwnt(y)

“For that reason he is not (re)born as a xwʾʾcʾk or … and he is not able to eat delicious food”); while a precise equivalent of mʾmh “mama, mummy” is found in Khotanese māma “id.” (beside pāba “daddy”).

3 Bi and Sims-Williams 2020. Preliminary editions of the Chinese and Sogdian texts were published in the journal Wenxian 文獻, 2020, no. 3, by Li Hao 李浩 (pp. 151–66) and by Bi Bo and myself (pp. 167–79) respectively (all in Chinese).
having been found *in situ* and unearthed in a controlled archaeological excavation; the tomb which it accompanies is elaborately decorated with carved panels depicting the life and afterlife of the deceased, which have led to animated discussion concerning their Zoroastrian or Manichaean religious beliefs. Amongst the problems are the fact that both the Chinese and the Sogdian texts seem to contain numerous errors and that neither can be described as a translation of the other, each providing a different selection from the same set of facts. The Sogdian text also has a few lacunae where the stone was broken, but these do not present a major problem. Yutaka Yoshida, the first editor of this text, already found plausible restorations for most of these lacunae, and some additional suggestions will be presented below.

My reading of the Sogdian text, which differs only slightly from Yoshida’s, and my translation, which differs slightly more, may be presented first.

**Text**

1 mż ’yx [t’]ly-cw t’y-z’ nw dź'
2 sřō pr m[w]ş srōy pr tmy
3 m’x ’wyh 23yh KZNH ZY
4 wml t(k)şy n k-kwtr k
5 kc’ n (’)[nc]’tk cnţ βyp’wr
6 [p]ţřy[ δ r]t kc’ nc n k srtp’w
7 β’ ] (t) pr sywóyk-stn
8 ‘st m-ş r wyrk’ k n mt ZK
9 wn’ wk BRY wn’ wk ZK rštβntk
10 srtp w BRY rty ZKh kty-’ βr
11 z (t)cḥ wy ’wsyň n’mt rty wyrk’ k
12 sr(t)p’w k’ swynyn pr k’š srō
13 wxwśwy m’x y ’btsγtyh
14 myšy kty-’ βr pr’yβtw-(δ)[r] (r)ty
15 pytśrō myš’ xwmń n xwtę pr k’š
16 srō p(nc)my m’ xw ’btsγth
17 kyōś (w) n
18 wxwśwy-my m’ xw ’btsγtyh(!) xrt(γwś k)
19 myšy βytw n’ kṛth pr ’yş pcβytk
20 srō ’yţō m’ xw ’yţ myšy rty nyst
21 w tř r
22 kytn ’z’ y ZKZY ’myşry-’ɔrtk L’

**Translation**

(The period) *daxiăng* of Great Zhou, year 2, in the first month of a rat year, on the 23rd day. So:

There was a man of a family from Kish, domiciled in Guzang. From the emperor he holds the rank (of) *sabao* of Guzang, . . . in the land of the Sogdians, a *landowner*. He is named Wirkakk, the son of Wanuk, (namely) Wanuk, the son of Rasht-vande the *sabao*. And (his) *wife*, born in Xinping, is named Wiyusi. And Wirkakk the *sabao* married (his) *wife* in Xinping in a pig year, afterwards, here in Xianyang (= Chang’an), he himself died in a pig year, on the 7th day of the 5th month. And his wife too died on the 7th day of the 6th month, on a hare day, in the same year (as her) *marriage*, the same month, the same day. There is no living being which is born which is not subject to death;

---

Moreover, it is hard to complete (one’s) period in the world of the living. But this is harder (still), that, without being aware (of it), a husband and wife see one another (for the first time) the same year, the same month, the same day, (so that) the beginning of (their) life together (in each place) may be at the same period. This stone tomb was made by Vreshman-vande, Zhimat-vande (and) Prot-vande, desiring a suitable place for (their) father (and) mother.

Commentary

The main purpose of this commentary is to justify the novelties in the text and translation given above. In general, matters which have already been fully explained by Yoshida will not be discussed.

Lines 1–3. The day of the burial of Wirkakk and Wiyusi is given as year two of (the period) daxiang of the Great Zhou (dynasty), a rat year, the 23rd day of the first month. Yoshida, using the calendar table compiled by Chen Yuan (1956), calculates that this date corresponds to 23 February 580. However, as Bill Mak has pointed out to me, this part of Chen’s st a b l e a s e d calendar uses the other dynasties based in Nanjing, whereas our inscription is explicitly dated according to the calendar of the Northern Zhou. According to the latter, the day concerned should rather be 24 February 580 (see the table in Xue and Ouyang 1956: 410).

Line 5. Yoshida (2005: 64; 2016: 79) restores (ʾyzmḥw’ntk “living”. However, this word corresponds to the English word “living” in the sense “alive” rather than in the required sense “dwelling, resident”. No objection can be made to Yoshida’s reading of the antepenultimate letter as -ʾn-, but the execution of the Sogdian letters by the stonemason is so irregular (as can be seen from Yoshida’s notes to the text) that it is not implausible to interpret it as a slightly careless variant of the similar letter -ʾ-. I therefore prefer to read and restore (ʾcscʾʾntk, or perhaps (ʾcscʾʾntk, the past participle of ʾscʾ “to stop, stay, reside”. The use of the past participle in this sense is clearly attested in a passage from the martyrdom of St George: wdy wʾʾqw xwny trsʾʾqʾscʾʾty sty “the place where that Christian is dwelling” (Hansen 1941: 11–12, lines 173–4).

Line 6. ḫʾʾdyʾʾntk “he has the honour, holds the rank”. Yoshida (2005: 64) seems to take it for granted that the form to be restored here is a 3 sg. preterite

---

5 Thus Yoshida 2016: 78 (in preference to his earlier reading scʾʾw).
6 On this and the other dates, see Yoshida 2005: 61–2. The Chinese text gives dates only for the death of Wirkakk and that of the burial. Neither is perfectly preserved, but what survives is in agreement with the Sogdian.
form with auxiliary verb -\(\delta'rt\) and a meaning such as “he obtained”, but he admits that “no suitable verb is known to me”. However, \(\delta'rt\) is also 3 sg. present of the verb “to have, hold”, and the use of the present tense here with reference to the deceased would be no more surprising than that of \(n'mt\ “he is named” in line 8. On the noun \(pt\fr-\), more commonly written \(p\fr-\), and its meaning “honneur, rank”, see Yoshida 2019: 168. The spelling \(pt\fr-\) does not seem to be attested elsewhere in Sogdian script, but is the expected equivalent of Manichaean Sogdian \(ptfr-\).

Lines 8–10. “He is named Wirkakk, the son of Wanuk, (namely) Wanuk, the son of Rasht-vande the sabao”. The formulation of the genealogy, with the repetition of the name of the father, is reminiscent of that found in the late Old Persian inscriptions, e.g. “I am Darius…, son of King Artaxerxes, (namely) Artaxerxes, the son of King Xerxes, (namely) Xerxes, the son of King Darius” (Darius II, Hamadan inscription, see Schmitt 2009: 183–4). The name \(wyrk\'k\) is clearly a hypocoristic derived from \(wyrk-\ “wolf”. I transcribe it as Wirkakk, since \(-akk\) (often, though not here, spelled with double \(kk\)) is clearly the original form of the suffix concerned (see Sims-Williams 1992: 34).

Lines 10, 12. \(syn\fr\text{yn}\) was identified by Yoshida (2005: 65) as a Sogdian spelling of the place name Xiping 西平 (Early Middle Chinese \(*sei\ bi\fr\text{ajy}j\),\(^7\) though he notes that “it is not easy to see why we have a nasal element in the first syllable”. In native Sogdian words the voiced [b] occurs only after a nasal, where it is an allophone of /p/ and is normally written with the letter \(<p\>. Thus, if Yoshida’s identification is correct, a possible explanation for the presence of the nasal might be that it was intended to indicate that the following \(<p\> here stands for [b], in the same way that Modern Greek uses \(\mu\fr\text{π}\fr\text{αω}\ “bar” or \(\mu\fr\text{π}\fr\text{υ}\fr\text{ρα “beer”}. On the other hand, Wang Ding (2011: 235–6) has argued that Xiping was known as Ledu 樂都 in the Northern Zhou period and that \(syn\fr\text{yn}\) should rather represent Xinping 新平 (EMC \(*sin\ bi\fr\text{ajy}j\), a town some 150 km to the northwest of Chang’an.\(^8\)

Lines 10, 14, 17. \(kty'\fr\text{βr “wife” is not attested elsewhere, though a variant \(qt\fr\text{′βryy may occur in the Manichaean fragment M110i\, V10: “But the Hearer, with their wives (\(qt\fr\text{′βryy \(\delta\fr\text{β}\fr\text{mb}’n\) and children and all (their) concubines, when they dwell(?) in the monastery, then the Elect begin…” \(^9\) I take the difference to be that the first component of \(kty'\fr\text{βr is a collective noun meaning “household” (attested with an additional -\(k\)-suffix in Christian Sogdian \(qt\fr\text{′q “id.”), while that of \(qt\fr\text{′βryy is merely the underlying *kata- or *kata-ka- “house”. The expression \(qt\fr\text{′βryy \(\delta\fr\text{β}\fr\text{mb}’n, lit. “lady/wife in charge of the house”, which has the advantage of being more specific than \(\delta\fr\text{β}\fr\text{mb}’n “lady, wife” alone, may be compared with a phrase such as \(x\fr\text{′nkh p \(tx\fr\text{š wnh wðwh

7 Early Middle Chinese is cited following Pulleyblank 1991.
8 I am grateful to Wang Ding, who kindly sent me an English summary of the relevant part of his article.
9 This text will be published by Federico Dragoni and Enrico Morano. The interpretation suggested here is my own. Elsewhere \(kty'\fr\text{βry} or \(kty'\fr\text{βryh\) is attested as an abstract noun “worldliness” and \(kty'\fr\text{βryk as an adjective “worldly” (all of these exclusively in Manichaean texts), but the underlying notion is that of the “householder”, who is by definition “worldly”, i.e. a layman, a Hearer rather than an Elect.
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“a wife with authority over the house” in the Sogdian marriage contract Nov. 3, lines 10–11.\textsuperscript{10} \textit{kty’ůbr “wife” may be an abbreviation of a similar expression.}

Lines 11–14. The day of the marriage is given as a pig year, the 7th day of the 6th month, a hare day. As noted by Yoshida (2005: 61), the only day which accords with the data given is 19 July 519 (cf. the table of dates according to the calendar of the Northern Wei in Xue and Ouyang 1956: 406).

Lines 14–16. As Yoshida rightly indicates, the date given for the death of Wirkakk, the 7th day of the 5th month in a pig year, must correspond to 16 June 579.\textsuperscript{11}

Lines 17–19. The day of Wiyusi’s death is given as the 7th day of the 6th month, evidently in the same year as that of her husband. According to the calendar table used by Yoshida (2005: 62), this day should be 15 July 579, a tiger day, while the Sogdian text states that it was the day of the hare (or rabbit), that is, the day following the day of the tiger. As we shall see, the fact that this was a hare day seems to have been a point of some significance for the authors of the inscription, so it is unlikely to be a mere mistake. Since an interruption or variation in the regular count of the cycle of the twelve animals is hard to envisage, it seems certain that the day in question was in fact the hare day 16 July 579.\textsuperscript{12}

Once again I am grateful to Bill Mak for showing me that there is a straightforward solution to the apparent discrepancy. As mentioned above in the note to lines 1–3, one must consult the calendar of the Northern Zhou dynasty (Xue and Ouyang 1956: 410), in which the 7th day of the 6th month was indeed 16 July 579.

Lines 19–20. \textit{pr’γd \textit{pcBYT}K srð} ‘γd \textit{m’xw} ‘γd mjyð, lit. “in this \textit{pcBYT}K year, this month, this day”. Similarly in lines 24–5: ‘γd \textit{srð} ‘γd \textit{m’x(y)} ‘γd mjyð “this year, this month, this day”. Yoshida (2005: 66) is clearly right to assume that ‘γd “this” is used here in the sense “this same”. The matter is complicated by the presence of another new word in line 19, \textit{pcBYT}K, presumably at least in origin the past participle of a verb *\textit{PCBYs}. In his 2005 article, Yoshida translates \textit{pr’γd \textit{pcBYT}K srð} as “in this *given year”, comparing the form \textit{pty-βxš} “gave away (as a bride)” in the marriage contract just cited, 3 sg. imperfect of an equally unattested verb *\textit{pfBS}.\textsuperscript{13} He assumes that the phrase “in this *given year” refers to the year mentioned immediately before, that of the death of Wirkakk, the point being that Wiyusi died in the same year as her husband. That she did indeed die in that year, i.e. 579 CE, is clear from the fact that she was buried together with her husband early in the following year. However, this interpretation of the phrase is hard to square with the immediately following

\textsuperscript{10} Livshits 2015: 25, also cited in connection with \textit{kty’ůbr by Yoshida (2005: 65; 2016: 72).}

\textsuperscript{11} Here the calendars of the southern and northern dynasties happen to coincide (Xue and Ouyang 1956: 116, 410).

\textsuperscript{12} As Professor Yoshida kindly informs me, Iwami (2016: 41–2) also comes to this conclusion. One could suppose that the 6th month started a day later than is indicated in the standard calendar table because one of the preceding months was counted as a “big” month of 30 days instead of a “small” month of 29 days.

\textsuperscript{13} Nov. 3, R6–7 (unfortunately misprinted \textit{pry}- in Livshits 2015: 25). Although the preverbs \textit{pt}- and \textit{pc}- are etymologically related, they are not usually interchangeable. However, a verb \textit{ptBNT “to answer” is attested in Christian texts beside the well-attested noun \textit{PCBT “answer”}.}
words ʾyδ mʾxw ʾyδ myʾy “this (same) month, this (same) day”, since the date given in the text indicates that Wiyusi died a month later than her husband. It seems to me therefore that “this pcβyrk year” as well as the following “this month, this day” must refer to some other date than that of the death of Wirkakk. Lines 17–19 inform us that Wiyusi died on a hare day which was the 7th day of the 6th month; although this is not specifically stated at this point in the text, we know that the year was a pig year, since this was specified as part of the date of the death of Wirkakk, just one month earlier. It is a remarkable fact that another hare day which was the 7th day of the 6th month of a pig year was mentioned earlier in the inscription, namely, the date of the marriage of Wirkakk and Wiyusi. This surely is the very point to which the author of the inscription is trying to draw attention. If we accept Yoshida’s comparison of pcβyrk with *ptβšs- “to give away (a bride in marriage)”, and if we suppose that this verb, which is not attested in any other context, was a technical term, it seems possible to understand pcβyrk as a noun meaning “giving away (of a bride), marriage”, as indeed proposed by Yoshida in his second article (2016: 70).

This interpretation is confirmed by the second passage which refers to “the same year, the same month, the same day” (lines 24–5). Here the point seems to be that the beginning of the life of the husband and wife together in this world (i.e. the day of their marriage) and in the other world (i.e. the day on which the wife died and rejoined her husband in paradise) took place on an identical day, i.e. a hare day which was the 7th day of the 6th month of a pig year. It is perhaps significant that it is only in the case of these two dates – not in the case of the date of Wirkakk’s death or that of the burial – that the animal of the day is specified. I would suggest that it is only mentioned in order to emphasize the extraordinary coincidence between the day of the marriage and that of the death of Wiyusi, exactly one sexagenary cycle later. Admittedly, the authors or commissioners of the inscription (presumably the three sons named at the end) did not make their point as clearly as they might have done, so that I have had to add some words in parentheses for clarification. In addition, they perhaps took some slight liberties with the facts. It seems unlikely, though not impossible, that it is literally true that Wirkakk and Wiyusi saw one another for the first time on the day of their marriage. Moreover, it would hardly have been supposed that Wiyusi would reach paradise on the very day of her death. According to orthodox Zoroastrian ideas, the soul of the deceased would remain close to the body for three nights, after which it had to cross the Chinvat bridge, an episode clearly depicted on the tomb of Wirkakk and Wiyusi. However, an epitaph is not a legal or doctrinal treatise, and strict logic or consistency in such matters is hardly to be expected.

Line 25. wyʾ wδwh “husband and wife”. As subject of the sentence, the nominative case is required, for which the expected form in the case of the masculine light stem wyy- would be *wyry. The form wyʾ is also attested as nom. sg. in the marriage contract Nov. 3, R19. The reason for this is unclear. Since the related document Nov. 4, R11, written by the same scribe Ramtish, has the equally remarkable gen. sg. form myʾr “Mithra” for expected *myʾry, one might think of a phonetic change, e.g. a vowel lowering provoked
by the preceding -r-.14 In the case of our epitaph, an alternative might be to explain \textit{wyr’-wōwh} as a \textit{dvandva} (copulative) compound, as kindly suggested to me by Timothy Barnes. In this case the ending of \textit{wyr’} will be that of the nom.-acc. dual, as in Vedic \textit{mātār-πitārā} “mother and father” (surviving in adapted form in Sogdian \textit{m’t-ptr}, Khotanese \textit{mārāpātara} “parents”), Avestan \textit{pasu vīrā “cattle and men”}, etc. Since such a compound would be an ancient relic, this would explain the use here of the traditional word for “wife”, \textit{wōwh}, rather than the neologism \textit{ktv’-hr} found elsewhere in this inscription. Moreover, the same explanation could be applied to another surprising collocation, \textit{zmnh-’nwyth} (line 22), \textit{zmn’-’rwyth} (line 27). Yoshida (2005: 67) noted that the rare word \textit{’rwyth} means “period”, but did not comment on the strange \textit{zmnh} or \textit{zmn’}, though he evidently regarded it as a form of the well-attested noun \textit{zmnh-} “time”.15 Since it seems certain that this noun derives from a neuter stem \textit{žammn-} < \textit{*jm-an-a-} (Sims-Williams 1979: 341 n. 37), \textit{zmnh} or \textit{zmn’}, i.e. [\textit{žammn}], would be the correct nom.-acc. dual. Thus \textit{zmn’-’rwyth} could be a \textit{dvandva} consisting of two near synonyms, cf. Sogdian \textit{r’-pmnt’k} “way (and) path” (SCE 258, in MacKenzie 1970: 16) or English “time and tide”. It should be noted that the form \textit{zmnh} also occurs in the Mug document A12, column 6, where it is suffixed to the names of the planets and other luminaries to give the names of the seven days of the week.16 In the Manichaean Sogdian texts \textit{-jmnw} is used in the same way, e.g. \textit{m’hjmnw} “Monday”, but clearly \textit{zmnh} does not represent this form. If \textit{zmnh} is indeed a Sogdian form (which is not quite certain, since the preceding names of the heavenly bodies are all West Iranian), it may perhaps represent an enclitic variant [-\textit{žammn}], with the common silent -\textit{h}.

Line 31. The form \textit{ws’}n is not found elsewhere. Yoshida (2005: 69) assumes that it must be a spelling variant of \textit{wsn} “on account of”, but admits that it is hard to justify such a spelling in the light of the derivation of \textit{wsn} from Old Iranian \textit{*wasnā}. In his second article (2016: 68) he refers to the form \textit{ws’n} in a passage from the \textit{Mahāyāna-mahāparinirvāna-sūtra},17 where \textit{ws’n ywn’k} (or ZKZY \textit{ws’n}, or perhaps \textit{ws’n} alone) seems to translate \textit{shīgu} 故 “for this

14 For both passages see Livshits 2015: 25–6. It is difficult to be sure whether \textit{myōr-} was still pronounced as written at this period or whether it is merely a historical spelling for [mīš-].— A nom. sg. \textit{wyr} also occurs in the “Sutra of Causes and Effects”, line 174 (MacKenzie 1970: 10), but this is of doubtful significance in view of the extremely common use of -\textit{v} in place of -\textit{v} in this text (Sims-Williams 1979: 337 n. 4). Tremblay (2001: 68 n. 112) takes \textit{wyr} here as nom. pl. on the basis of the following pl. verb, but it seems clear that the subject of the latter is the combination \textit{wyr’-δ wn wōwh} “man and wife” (cf. Gershevitch 1954: §1659): “If the man and wife lie (pl.) at night in the \textit{vihāra}, he is born (sg.) a pigeon”.
15 In his later article Yoshida (2016: 62 n. 21) queries whether the form \textit{zmnh} may imply that the Sogdian word for “time” was originally a feminine noun, like Choresmian \textit{zn’nyk “id.”}. However, forms which contain -\textit{ān-} (cf. Middle Persian \textit{zm’n}, Parthian \textit{jm’n}, pl. \textit{jmnyn}) cannot derive from \textit{*jm-an-a-} but rather from an ablauting stem \textit{*jm-ān-}, so they are only distant relatives of Sogdian \textit{zmnh}. The history and inter-relationships of this group of words are discussed in detail in Panaino 2017.
16 In the edition (Frejman 1962: 48) \textit{zmnh} is consistently read \textit{zm’n}, but a glance at the photo shows that this reading is extremely unlikely.
17 The passage (So 15200(5)+, V7) is cited in Reck 2016: 221.
reason, accordingly”. However, while ws’n could be a variant spelling either of ws’ n or (less likely) of wsn, there seems to be no possibility that ws’ n and wsn can both represent one and the same form. I therefore suggest interpreting ws’ n as “willing, desiring” < *wasāna-, present participle middle of the root VAS “to wish”.
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